
Pacira v. FDA: Summary of Key Points 
From Complaint Filed By Pacira              
Regarding Breadth of EXPAREL® Indication 



Background 

• On October 28, 2011, the FDA Division of Anesthesia, 
Analgesia, and Addiction Products (DAAAP) approved 
EXPAREL  

• The final, FDA-approved indication states that 
EXPAREL is indicated “for single-dose administration 
into the surgical site to produce postsurgical 
analgesia” 

• The Indications and Usage section does not include 
any limitations on the surgical site, but does include a 
limitation against use in pediatric patients  
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The Broad Indication for EXPAREL is Evidenced 
by: 

1. FDA Labeling Regulations related to the various 
sections of a product label (package insert [PI]) 

2. Scientific Considerations regarding the study of pain 
that have led to FDA’s preference for extrapolating to 
broad indications 

3. FDA Application of Pediatric Equity Research Act 
(PREA) to EXPAREL 
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1. The EXPAREL Broad Indication is 
Evidenced by FDA’s Labeling 
Regulations 



FDA Approval of Drug Labeling (the Package Insert [PI]) 

• Through the FDCA, as amended, FDA is empowered by 
Congress to regulate, among other things, the 
development, approval, and promotion of 
pharmaceuticals in the United States 

• FDA regulations governing the Package Insert (PI) are 
embodied in the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 
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FDA Regulations for a Package Insert (PI): Indications 
and Usage 

• The Indications and Usage section of an approved PI 
controls the breadth of the use(s) for which FDA 
approves a drug (21 C.F.R.57(c)(2)) 

– This is the only section of an approved PI that limits the 
intended use(s) of a product (along with the 
Contraindication section) 
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EXPAREL Package Insert (PI) Contains No Limits 
on its Broad Indication  
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No limit on the type of 
surgical procedure  

Only limit is on use in 
pediatric patients 
(younger than 18 

years of age) 



In Contrast, the Approved PI of Other Analgesic Drugs 
Contain Limitations on Indications and Usage 
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Limited to use “as an analgesic adjunct in the 
maintenance of balanced general anesthesia in 

patients who are intubated and ventilated” 



Broad vs. Narrow Indication in PI 
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EXPAREL® PI: Broad Indication 

Sufenta® PI: Narrow Indication 



FDA Regulations for a Package Insert (PI): Dosage and 
Administration & Clinical Studies 

• The Dosage and Administration and Clinical Studies 
sections of the approved PI are intended to further 
“support” or supplement the Indications and Usage 

– They do not—and cannot—narrow or limit in a way that is 
not expressly stated in the Indications and Usage section  
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EXPAREL PI: Dosage and Administration 

• In the Indications and Usage section, FDA broadly indicated the 
use of EXPAREL via “administration into the surgical site”  

• In the Dosage and Administration section, FDA supported its 
broad indication with a broad dosing paradigm, supplemented 
with specific applications 

– The specific dosing instructions supplement, NOT limit, the general 
dosing paradigm 

– The general dosing paradigm language prefacing the specific dosing 
instructions would be entirely unnecessary if the indication for EXPAREL 
was limited to bunionectomy and hemorrhoidectomy  
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EXPAREL PI: Dosage and Administration 
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General dosing 
information and 

injection instructions 



EXPAREL PI: Clinical Studies 

• Language in the Clinical Studies section: 

– Describes the studies that FDA concluded were sufficient to 
support approval of the product 

– Does not purport to limit the general “postsurgical 
analgesia” indication in the Indications and Usage section 
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EXPAREL PI: Clinical Studies 
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PI describes clinical 
studies that supported 

EXPAREL’s approval, 
and alerts doctors to 

additional 
considerations 



EXPAREL PI: Clinical Studies 

• The fact that the Clinical Studies section and NOT the 
Indications and Usage section contains the statement 
“EXPAREL has not been demonstrated to be safe and 
effective in other procedures,” is further evidence that 
this language is not intended to modify or limit the 
general indication or approved use 
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2.  The Broad Indication Is Evidenced by 
Scientific Considerations Recognized by 
FDA 



Because Pain is a Challenging Area to Study, Scientists and FDA 
Extrapolate from Clinical Studies in Limited Clinical Settings to              
Broad Indications  
 

• Pain is one of the most challenging areas of medicine 
to study effectively 

• In light of these challenges, scientists, doctors, and 
FDA find it appropriate to extrapolate from different 
types of clinical trials to conclude that a drug is 
generally safe and effective to treat pain 
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FDA Favors Extrapolation and Broad Indications for 
Analgesic Medications Wherever Appropriate 

• FDA has a long history of approving drugs for broad analgesic 
indications based on clinical trials in more limited 
subpopulations (e.g., NUCYNTA®, OFIRMEV®) 

• 1992 FDA Guidance stated that “[e]vidence that an agent has 
analgesic activity in pain of several different etiologies will 
justify ‘general purpose’ analgesic labeling” 

• 2014 FDA Guidance states that for “general acute pain 
indications,” two trials in nociceptive pain “generally will be 
considered adequate” 
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Because FDA Recognized that Extrapolation is Scientifically 
Appropriate in the Case of EXPAREL, it Granted a Broad Indication 

• FDA approved EXPAREL on the basis of two pivotal trials 

– Soft-tissue pain: Hemorrhoidectomy 

– Hard-tissue (orthopedic) pain: Bunionectomy 

• These pivotal trials represent opposite ends of the spectrum of 
the human anatomy 

– This means EXPAREL can be expected to have a similar effect on the 
range of potential clinical applications in the body 

• The active ingredient in EXPAREL, bupivacaine, exerts its effect 
by preventing transmission of nerve impulses 

– This mechanism of action means it can be expected to have a similar 
effect on nerves anywhere in the body 
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3. The Broad Indication for EXPAREL Is 
Evidenced by FDA’s Application of the 
Pediatric Research Equity Act (PREA) to 
EXPAREL 



The Text of PREA, its Legislative History, and FDA Guidance Make 
Clear that FDA only has Authority to Require On-Label Pediatric 
Studies 

• The Pediatric Research Equity Act (PREA) requires NDA applicants to conduct 
pediatric clinical studies for certain drugs   

• The law states that the studies must assess safety and effectiveness “for the 
claimed indications” of the drug 

• The Congressional history states that the law was only intended to require 
pediatric studies for a drug’s “claimed indications” 

• FDA guidance states that PREA only requires studies for approved 
indications 

• The law permits FDA to waive this requirement if the disease or condition 
that the drug is approved to treat does not exist in children 
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FDA’s Application of PREA to EXPAREL Reflects FDA’s Own 
Understanding that EXPAREL Is Approved for a Broad Indication 

• Bunionectomy and hemorrhoidectomy procedures are not common in a 
pediatric population  

• If FDA believed the EXPAREL indication was limited to bunionectomy and 
hemorrhoidectomy procedures, it would have waived the PREA 
requirements 

• Instead, FDA’s approval letter for EXPAREL requires Pacira to conduct 
studies of EXPAREL in pediatric patients “undergoing multiple surgical 
procedures”  

• If FDA truly believed the approval of EXPAREL was limited to bunionectomy 
and hemorrhoidectomy, FDA would have objected to those proposals as 
unethical 

– Because FDA did not object, it is clear that FDA itself interpreted the indication for 
EXPAREL broadly 
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